For all ski and snowboard fans ... 3) Beginners & Pleasure Skiers 2) Morning ticket (–12.30) 3) 3-hour ticket

For all winter sports enthusiasts ... 3) Morning ticket, 3) 3-hour ticket

For all pleasure lovers and gourmets ... 3) Morning ticket, 3) 3-hour ticket

... who are looking for a skiing holiday with a difference. Right in the heart of Gerlitzen is where you’ll find Gerlitzen Mountain, reaching at its highest point 1,911 m above sea level, 20 kilometres of perfectly groomed pistes and 15 kilometres of natural ski routes stretching in all directions over more than 90 hectares, wide slopes, levels of difficulties for all, and the latest snow-making technology guarantee the perfect guarantee Alpine experience. From November until April, you can count on the sun and the snow, the best slopes in the heart of Gerlitzen. The cash desk in the valley station of the Gerlitzen cable car is already open at 8.15am.

... who don’t want to miss the chance to ski on the slopes?

The region’s most important amenities – the A2, A11, and Austria – are all connected to the immediate vicinity of Gerlitzen Mountain. Gerlitzen’s most central alpine hotel, Gerlitzen Mountain is a top-class hotel connected by the Gerlitzen cable car. Gerlitzen Mountain, with easy access to the pistes, offers all we need to make our stay in Gerlitzen a big success. Most accommodation providers will be happy to organise a transfer for up to 1,000 of our 3,000 parking spaces, and – for the exact location of these off-site convenient parking areas, we can guarantee contact numbers.

From a city break in Villach to the winter wonderland on Gerlitzen Mountain...

Please remember for the skiing centre in the office of the ski school: There are a limited number of places, and you need to be present on the day before the course starts. This will make sure that you have a spot on the course.

Children’s school: Registration: Early February until 1 April

Gerlitzen Bearland

SPORT SHOP

Summer on the mountain...

... and in summer...

GRILLSTAFEL

RENT A SKI

RENT A SKI

SKI SCHOOL

Distance of course: 2 hours a day

SPORT SHOP

and in summer ...

For all freestylers...

For all skiers and snowboarders...

The Gerlitzen Kids’ Camp is located at the Kaschberg middle station and is for children and beginners. It’s held in the same facility for the ski lift, kids love it all. The camp is run under the supervision of the ski instructors and is based on the following principles: a) voor beginners, 20 km slopes with natural descents around Gerlitzen, b) for intermediates, 20 km slopes, normally without a lift, just below the Newgastein Suicide Jump.

... looking for a challenge and fast skill development.

The Gerlitzen Kids’ Camp is located at the Kaschberg middle station and is for children and beginners. It’s held in the same facility for the ski lift, kids love it all. The camp is run under the supervision of the ski instructors and is based on the following principles: a) voor beginners, 20 km slopes with natural descents around Gerlitzen, b) for intermediates, 20 km slopes, normally without a lift, just below the Newgastein Suicide Jump.

Veteran’s days at the Gerlitzen Mountian on the English Stage!

Visiting on the 5th and 6th of March, just below the Newgastein Suicide Jump! ...

... who enjoy the extraordinary...